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Discussion
1.
RWA - Behaviour system
Students prefer specific rules rather than just general rules as they need something
solid to go by.
The rule for mobile phones is too harsh where it says, 3 offences using the phone and It
gets taken off of you for your parent to collect at the end of term.

2.

TON - Behaviour Policy - Mobile Phones
Question - Do you need your phones during school time? If so why?
1. If another student is calling you names, you can video the evidence. (TON:
Children should give statements instead of video evidence)
2. Enrichment, If the club is cancelled you won’t be able to call your
parents.(Students can call their parents using the phone on the SSM’s desk)
3. Timetables are kept on the phones and you won’t be able to look at
them.(TON: Homework diaries should be used for this)
As a special privilege 6th formers will be able to use their phones in the 6th Form Block,
but will have to put them away when in the main building.

3.
Restaurant
Students advised TON about their concerns with the restaurant meals and food
changes.
8/10 students said it is not a good change.
1. Chicken wraps – You only have only a tiny bit of meat in them now and are very
expensive at £1.80, there used to be a lot more meat inside.
2. Sausage rolls – Having sausage rolls isn’t fair on the students that don’t eat pork
as there is no alternative.
3. Lack of information - You have to queue up to find out what is available, if you
don’t fancy what is being served then you have to queue up again in the cold
queue.
4. The containers – The food tastes like cardboard.
5. Trying to be TOO healthy.
6. Less range.

Action

7. Less taste.

